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IWASAWA'S A--INVARIANT
AND A SUPPLEMENTARY FACTOR

IN AN ALGEBRAIC CLASS NUMBER FORMULA

KUNIAKI HORIE

ABSTRACT. Let I be a prime number and fc an imaginary abelian field.

Sinnott [12] has shown that the relative class number of fc is expressed by

the so-called index of the Stickelberger ideal of fc, with a "supplementary fac-

tor" c~ in N/2 = {n/2\n e N}, and that if fc varies through the layers of the

basic Z;-extension over an imaginary abelian field, then c~ becomes eventually

constant. On the other hand, c~ can take any value in N/2 as fc ranges over

the imaginary abelian fields (cf. [10]). In this paper, we shall study relations

between the supplementary factor c~ and Iwasawa's A~-invariant for the basic

Zj-extension over fc, our discussion being based upon some formulas of Kida [8,

9], those of Sinnott [12], and fundamental results concerning a finite abelian

/-group acted on by a cyclic group. As a consequence, we shall see that the

A_-invariant goes to infinity whenever fc ranges over a sequence of imaginary

abelian fields such that the /-part of c~ goes to infinity.

Let Q, R, and C denote the field of rational numbers, the field of real num-

bers, and that of complex numbers, respectively. A finite abelian extension over

Q contained in C will be called, simply, an abelian field. Let k be an imaginary

abelian field, namely, an abelian field not contained in R. This field k will be fixed

throughout the following sections. We let h~ denote the ratio of the class number

of k to that of k+ = k fl R, which is known to be an integer. Let / be a fixed prime

number and let Z; denote the ring of /-adic integers. We write fcoo for the basic

/(-extension over A: in C.

In this paper, we shall discuss relations between Iwasawa's A "-invariant associ-

ated with koo and the supplementary factor in an algebraic class number formula

for h~ (due to Iwasawa and Sinnott), estimating the /-part of the latter by an

elementary function of the former:

ord^-R : e-U) < iiAZM_lil(8(A-(fc)-i)/(2(-3) _ 4)    if , > 2

<^-(5X-(k)+4)(4x~^+1-1) if/= 2,

so that

A-(fc)»log(ord,(e-7? : e~U))
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as k ranges over all imaginary abelian fields (for the above notations not defined,

see the next section).

1. First we give some notations and review some fundamental results by Sinnott

(for the details, see [12]).

Let K be any abelian extension over Q in C, which is not necessarily of finite

degree. We denote by G(K/ty) the Galois group of K over Q. For each positive

integer r, let T(r, K) and Z(r, K) denote respectively the subgroups of G(7C/Q)

generated by inertia groups and decomposition groups, for 7C/Q, of all prime num-

bers dividing r. In particular, for any prime number p, T(p, K) is the inertia group

of p for 7T/Q and Z(p, K) the decomposition group of p for 7C/Q.

Next, assume further that [K : Q] < oo, so that K is an abelian field. Let 6(K)

and R(K) denote, respectively, the group rings of G(K/Q,) over Q and over the

ring Z of rational integers:

R(K) = 2[G(K/Q)] C &(K) = Q[G(/f/Q)].

It follows that R(K) is a lattice in the Q-vector space &(K). At the same time, we

can regard &(K) as an 7?(7<")-module in the obvious manner. For any subset H of

G(K/Q), let |77| denote as usual the cardinality of 77, and 5(77) the sum in R(K)

of all elements of 77. For any prime number p, take a Frobenius automorphism r

of p for TC/Q. We then obtain the following element of 6(K);

^^ = ^rar"ls(T(p'K))'

which obviously does not depend on the choice of r. Let n be any positive integer.

We now define U(n,K) to be the 7?(7f)-module generated in &(K) by

s(T(r,K)) H(l-(p,K)*)
p\nfr

as r ranges over all positive divisors of n, with p ranging over the prime divisors of

n/r. It follows that U(n, K) is a lattice of ©(Tf) and that, in particular, U(l, K) =

R(K).
In general, let X and Y be any lattices in a finite dimensional vector space V

over Q. Then there exists a Q-linear automorphism $ of V such that $(A) = Y.

We denote by (X : Y) the absolute value of the determinant of $, which does not

depend on the choice of $. Note that ii X D Y, then (X : Y) equals the index

[X:Y].
Let K be again any abelian field. Let a be any element in &(K) and let ny,n2

be positive integers, so that both aU(ny,K) and aU(n2,K) are lattices in a&(K).

It is known that if ny divides n2, then (aU(ny, K) : all(n2, K)) becomes a positive

integer. Let /«■ denote the conductor of K. It is also known that for every positive

integer n, U(n, K) = U((n, fn), K) where n denotes the product of distinct prime

numbers dividing n. We put U(K) = U(fj{,K).

Now, as to fc, we let for simplicity

G = G(k/Q),    S = 6(fc),    R = R(k),    ap = (p,k)*,

Tr = T(r,k),    Zr = Z(r,k),    Ur = U(r,k),    f = fk,    U = U(k)=Uj,
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where p is any prime number and r any positive integer. Let j denote the complex

conjugation of C, so that the restriction j[k is the complex conjugation of fc. We

define in 6

e- = l(l-j[k),        ff+ = J(l+j|*).

These are idempotents of S.   Let 5 be the Stickelberger ideal of fc in the sense

of Iwasawa-Sinnott, and let A be the ideal of 7? consisting of all a € R such that

e+a = as(G)/2 for some a 6 Z.   Then Theorem 2.1 of [12] states that S is a

submodule of A with finite index and that

(1) {A:S]=(j_^mh-

where Q denotes the unit index of fc. By Theorems 5.1, 5.3 of [12], if / is a prime

number or G is a cyclic group, then

(£~R : e~U) = Q = 1   so that   h~ = [A : S]

(see also [3]). In the case where fc is a cyclotomic field, (e~R : £~U)/Q is only a

power of 2 and is calculated completely in [11]. Thus formula (1) may be viewed

as an "algebraic" expression of h~ by [A : S], with the "supplementary factor"

(£~R : £~U)/Q. Since Q = 1 or 2, we are now interested in the value (£~R : £~U).

We note here that, given any positive integer n, there exist infinitely many

imaginary abelian fields 6 such that (e^R(t) : £^U(t)) = n with ej = \(1 - j\t)

in B(t). On the other hand, (e~R : e~U) is a divisor of ([fc : Q]/2)Ifc:Ql/2, and

log[A : S] ~ logh~ as fc ranges over the imaginary abelian fields (cf. [4, 10]).

We shall use the following notations as well as the preceding ones. With K any

abelian field as before, let K+ denote the maximal real subfield of Ti": K+ = Kf]R.

We then define

\-(K) = \(K)-\(K+),

where X(K) andA(Tf+) denote respectively the Iwasawa A-invariants associated with

the basic Z;-extensions over K and K+. Obviously X~(K) = 0 if K is real. Next

we define the character group associated with TC By a character of a finite abelian

group, we mean a homomorphism of the group into the multiplicative group Cx of

C. Each character ip of G(Tf/Q) can be extended to a Q-algebra homomorphism

&(K) —y C in the usual manner. Then tp induces a primitive Dirichlet character

tp* satisfying

iP*(p)=4>((p,K)*)
for every prime number p. Such a tp* will be called a character associated with K.

Conversely, for any primitive Dirichlet character x, there exist an abelian field K'

and a character x' of G(A"'/Q) such that

x(p) = x'((p,k'Y)

for all prime numbers p. The fixed field of Ker(x') will be denoted by Kx, since it

does not depend on the choice of K',x'- Indeed Kx is the intersection of the abelian

fields K' such that x is a character associated with K'. Furthermore Kx is a cyclic

extension over Q with degree and conductor equal to, respectively, the order and

the conductor of x- We denote by Xk the set of all characters associated with K.

If K is imaginary, then we denote by XK the set of odd Dirichlet characters in Xk'-

xK = {xeXK; x(-i) = -i}-
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For each prime number p, the notation [X : Y]p means the highest power of p

dividing [X : Y], where Y is a subgroup of a group X with finite index or A is a

finite extension over a field Y.

2. Let i> be a prime number and let ord„ denote the v-adic exponential valuation.

Let fc' denote the maximal subfield in fc of degree a power of v and /' the product

of prime numbers ramified in fc'. We write p for the Mobius function.

LEMMA 1.   If v is odd, then

( \

ordv(£~R :e-U) = ^      £  p (j) jg^jj-    ord„(7?(fc') : U(t,k')),

1        \j\kiZr J

where t ranges over the positive integers dividing f with r ranging over all positive

integers such that t[r, r\f, and j[k & Zr. For the case v = 2,

ord2(£~R : e-U) = £ fcp (I) T^rjM ord2(^,R(k') : e„U(t,k')).

Here £^, = ^(1 — j\k') € &(k'), and t ranges over the positive integers dividing f

with r ranging over all positive divisors of f divisible by t.

PROOF. Let fc" be the maximal subfield in fc of degree prime to v: k = fc'fc",

fc' fl fc" = Q. For each character x m £&», let f denote the product of prime

numbers p dividing /' and satisfying x(p) = 1. Theorem 5.2 of [12] then implies

that

(2) vordv(e~R : e-U) =    ^[   (R(k') :   U(f'x, k')), if V > 2,

xe*-,

=    fj   (£-k,R(k'): £-k,U(f'x,k')),        iiv = 2.
xexk„

Let t be a positive integer dividing /'. In the case v > 2, the number of characters

X in Xk„ with f = t is equal to the sum

^E^Q[G(fc"/Q): z^k"^
r

which is taken over the positive integers r such that t[r, r\f, and j\k & Zr. Similarly,

in the case v = 2, the number of x in Xk" with f = t is equal to the sum

£>(£) [G(*"/Q) : Z(r,k")],
r

which is taken over the positive divisors r of /' divisible by /. Hence, applying ord„

to (2), we obtain the lemma.

For each integer n > 0, let fcn denote the intermediate field of fcoo/fc with degree

ln over fc and let, in 6(fcn),

£n  = |(1 "JIM-
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It is known that if n is sufficiently large, then (£~7?(fcn) : £~U(kn)) becomes a

positive integer independent of n (cf. Theorem 6.1 of [12]). We can therefore define

a nonnegative integer

av =  lim ordv(£~R(kn) : £~U(kn)).
n—>oo

Let /oo denote the product of prime numbers ramified in fcoo! /cx> = /'• Let r be

any positive integer dividing /oo. Clearly

lim [G(fcn/Q) : Z(r,kn)]v = [G(fcoo/Q) : ^(r,*»)]„,
n—»oo

and we have

(3) [G(fcoo/Q) : Z(r, kx)]v = [G : Zr]v,    unless v = I.

Now, with p varying through the prime divisors of r, let

u(r) = maxw(p),
p

where
/ „2(/-i)_1\

u(p) = ord(|T(|    or    max I ord;[G : Tp], ord;-—-1

according as p = / or p ^ I. Then the primes of fcu(r) dividing r are undecomposed

in fcoo, so that

(4) [G(fcoo/Q) : Z(r,kao)}, = [G(fcu(r)/Q) : Z(r,ku(r))]i.

We next put, for each positive integer t dividing /<»,

„ m-1   V   „(r\   [C(WQ) = S(r,*oo)]

j\k<jLZr

= ^rJr\  tG(WQ): ^(r.fcoc)] ..       „
Z^U/IGtfcoo/Q): ^(r.fcoo)^'

Here r ranges over the positive divisors of /oo divisible by t, with j[k & Zr ii v > 2.

Note that

ML^.ri(G(WQ,^.ML.

the product taken over the prime divisors w of /[fc : Q] different from v. Thus, in

the case v ^ /, we obtain from Lemma 1 the following proposition, which, together

with (3) and (4), gives a somewhat explicit expression of av.

PROPOSITION 1. Assume that »^l. Let £' = 1 or £^, in &(k') according as

v>2orv = 2.  Then

av = ^2av(t)ordv(£'R(k') : e'U(t,k')),
t

the sum taken over the positive integers t dividing /oo.

By this result and by the proof of Lemma 1 in [4] or the remark to Proposition

1 in [10], one can find an upper bound for av, v ^ /, depending only on fc (and /).

Our main interest, however, lies in the case v = I.
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3. From now on, we shall only consider the case where the prime v in the

preceding section coincides with / : v = I. Let fc' denote as before the maximal

subfield in fc of degree a power of /, and fc" the maixmal subfield in fc of degree

prime to /. Let us start with showing some lemmas.

As is well known, a finitely generated module over a noetherian ring is a noether-

ian module. Moreover a usual proof of this fact provides us with the following (see,

e.g., [13]):

LEMMA 2. Let n and u be positive integers, N a noetherian ring such that any

ideal of N is generated by at most n elements, and M an N-module generated by u

elements.  Then any N-submodule of M is generated by at most nu elements.

LEMMA 3. Let n be a positive integer and T a finite cyclic group. Then any

ideal of the group ring (I/lnl)[T] is generated by at most n elements.

PROOF. We prove this by mathematical induction on n as follows. It is well

known that (Z//Z)[T] is a principal ideal ring (but is not an integral domain unless

T = {1}). Hence the lemma holds when n = 1. Now, with assuming that the lemma

holds when n = v > 1, let B = (2/l"+1l)[T] and let 21 be any ideal of B. Since

IB is isomorphic to (2/ri)[T] as a B-module, the above assumption implies that

the 5-submodule 21 n IB of IB is generated by at most v elements. Furthermore

the ring B/IB is isomorphic to (Z//Z)[T], so that the ideal (X.+ IB)/IB of B/IB

is principal. The canonical B-isomorphism (21 + IB)/IB = 2l/(2tn IB) then shows

that 21 itself is generated by at most v + 1 elements over B. This is to be proved.

The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2 and 3.

LEMMA 4. Letn,u be positive integers, T a finite cyclic group, andM a module

over (Z//nZ)[T] generated by u elements. Then any (I/ln2)[T]-submodule of M is

generated by at most nu elements.

For each positive integer u dividing /, we put

0u = [I ^p

p\u

in 6, where p ranges over the prime numbers dividing u. Let 7 be any subgroup

of G. For any 7?-module D, we let D1 denote the submodule of D consisting of all

elements in D fixed by 7:

D1 = {x € D;rx = x for every r € 7}.

The notation |7|; denotes the highest power of / dividing the cardinality |7|.

LEMMA 5. Let K be any abelian field, r a positive integer dividing Jk, arid p

a prime number dividing Ik/?-  Then

(i)  ordt(U(r,K) : U(rp,K)) < 2[G(K/Q) : T(p,K)]ordt\T(r,K)[,
(ii) for any a in &(K) and any cyclic subgroup 77 of Z(p,K),

ordt(aU(r,K) : aU(rp,K)) <2"[G(K/Q) : 77](ord,|T(p, A")!)2

where p is the number of prime divisors of r.
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PROOF. It suffices to show the lemma for the case K = fc, without using the

assumption that fc is imaginary.

To prove (i), we note that |T„|?jn 6 s(Tn)R for every positive integer n dividing

/. Hence

\Tr\ = \Tt\ J2\W»   II  (X - ff») I  € t/r'
u\r   \        w\r/u J

where the sum is taken over the positive integers u dividing r, with w ranging over

the prime divisors of r/u. Since |Tr|(7r C T?, it follows that

\Tr\R C Ur C R/\Tr\.

This implies

\Tr\RT> = [Tr\s(Tp)R C s(Tp)Ur C U^" C RT'f\Tr\.

On the other hand, by [12],

s(Tp)Ur C t/£ C [/rT->,        (C/r : C/rp) = [Uj* : U%].

Therefore (Ur '■ Urp) is a divisor of the index

[RT>/\Tr\ : |Tr|T?T*] = |rr|2(G : T*l

and, in particular, we have

ordi(Ur '■ Urp)<2[G: Tp]ord(|Tr|.

Let us next prove (ii) for the special case where a = 1 (and K = fc); the general

case can be shown quite similarly. Now, let 77 be any cyclic subgroup of Zp and let

£p = s(Tp)/\Tp\.

We then see that

ePUr 2 Uj* D Uj; D s(Tp)Ur = \Tp\£pUr.

Let X and Y be the /-primary parts of the finite abelian groups £pUr/Urp and

Ur p/Urp , respectively. It also follows from the definition of Ur that £pUr, as well

as Ur, is generated by 2P elements over 7?, so that £pUr has at most 2P[G : H]

generators as a Z[7/]-module. Hence X becomes a (Z/|Tp|;Z)[77]-module generated

by at most 2P[G : H] elements. Obviously, Y is then a submodule of X. It

therefore follows from Lemma 4 that Y has at most 2P[G : 7Y]ord;|rp| generators

over (Z/|TP|(Z)[77]. Furthermore, since (1 - tfp)C/rTp C uj{, we have Yz<> = Y,

which shows that Y is viewed as a Z/|Tp|;Z-module of rank < 2P[G : 77]ordj|Tp|.

Consequently

|y| < |rp|2>[G:H]ord,|rp|

As |K| is the highest power of / dividing (Ur : Urp), this means the inequality in

(ii) for the case where a = 1 and Tf = fc.

By means of the above lemma and some results in [12], we shall prove the

following two propositions.
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PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that I is odd. Let P be the set of prime numbers

ramified in fc' whose prime divisors of k+ are decomposed in fc, and let m be the

product of all primes in P. If (£~R: £~U) is divisible by I, then \P\ > 3 and

ordi(£~R : e~U)

< ± I (2lpl"1 - 2)    £   (ovdt[Tp[)2[G : ZP][ZP : T, n Zp]t

1 ' V penny

+ K(\P\-2)[G: Zm : r,],J.

77ere k = ordj|Tm/j| or 0 according as I lies in P or not.

PROOF. We assume that l\(£~R : £~U). Let /' be, as before, the product of

prime numbers ramified in fc'. For any x S X^„ and for any positive integer t

dividing /', let tx denote the product of prime divisors p of t with x(p) = 1- It

then follows that

/x=mx,    forx€£fc»-

Since / is odd, this and Theorem 5.2 of [12] show that

(5) ordt(£-R : e~U) =   £   ord<W) : U(f'x,k')) = ord^R : e~Um)

X€X~„

and, in particular, that l[(£~R : £~Um). However, if |P| < 2, then (£~R : £~Um)

is a power of 2 by Proposition 5.2 of [12]. Thus we must have |P| > 3.

Now, for any nonnegative integers n and u with n > u, we define as usual

nCu = n\/u\(n-u)\.

We next let

(6) Mt = —-l—--—Yjordl(£-UT:£-UrP),    for % = 1,..., \P\,
|7i|p|-iOi_i ^

where r ranges over the positive integers dividing m and divisible by exactly i - 1

prime numbers, with p ranging over all prime divisors of m/r. It is easy to see that

ord;(e~7? : e~Um) = EMi'

because
\P\

(£~R : £-Um) = Yl(6~u<n-9i-i : e~Uqi...qt)
i=l

for any permutation (qy,.. -,q\p\) of the prime numbers dividing m. Furthermore,

as mentioned above, My = M2 = 0 by Proposition 5.2 of [12]. Hence it follows

from (5) that

(7) ord((e-7? : e~U) = ^Mi-
t=3
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To estimate Mi, 3 <'»' < |P|, let us now look at ordi(e~Ur : £~Urp) in (6). Again

by Theorem 5.2 of [12],

ordt(£-Ur : £~Urp) =    Y.   ordi(U(rx,k') : U((rp)x,k'))

xe*;,,

=   Y.   ord,(U(rx,k') : U(rxP,k')).

xex~„
x(p)=i

Here, noting that Ti is a cyclic group, we obtain from Lemma 5 that

ordt(U(rx,k') : U(rxp,k')) <2i~1[G : Ti fl Zp],(ord,|rp|)2        tip? I,

<2[G: T,]jordj|Tr| ifp = /.

Hence

ordt(£-Ur : £~Urp) < 2t~2[G(k"/Q) : Z(p,k")][G : T, n Zp],(ord(|rp|)2    Up? I,

< [G(fc"/Q) : Z(l,k")][G : r,]«ord,|Tm/,| if p = /.

These inequalities imply that

M^TpT    E   tG : Zv\\Zv ■ Tl n ZpUord^)2 + T^[G: Z,][Zt : T,],.
1   ' PeP\{i} '   '

In view of (7), we then get the second inequality stated in the proposition.

PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that I = 2 and that (£~R : e~U) is even. Let P'

be the set of prime numbers ramified in fc' and let H be any cyclic subgroup of G.

Then

[P'\ > 2,

ord2(£-R : e-U) < 2      ~ 2     ]T    (ord2|Tp|)2[G : ZP][ZP : H n Zp]2,

1    '     V PeP'\{2}

where n = 1 or 0 according as 2 lies in P' or not.

PROOF. As in the last section, let ejjT, — ^(1 — j\k'), let /' be the product of

primes in P' and, for each x S Xk >•, let f'x denote the product of prime divisors p

of /' with x(p) = 1. By Theorem 5.2 of [12],

ord2(£~R : e'U) =    Y   orM£k>W) ■ ̂ ,U(f'x,k'))
X€Xfc"

= ord2(£~7? : £~Uf).

Since 2|(£_7? : e'U), it then follows from Proposition 5.2 of [12] that |F'| > 2.

Now, to prove the second inequality of the proposition, we first consider the case

where 2 0 P'. Let

M« = ip/i     l   n      Eord2(g~^ : e'U^    for t = 1,..., |7"|;
\P \\P'\-iCi-y ^
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where r ranges over the positive divisors of /' divisible by exactly i — 1 prime

numbers, with p ranging over all prime divisors of f'/r. Then, as in the proof of

Proposition 2, we obtain from Theorem 5.2 of [12] and Lemma 5 that

ord2(£~Ur : £~Urp)=   E   ord2(£fe,c7(rx,fc') : e^,U(rxp,k'))

xexk„
x(p)=i

<2l-1[G(fc"/Q): Z(p,k")][G: H n Zp]2(ord2\Tp\)2,

so that

M^ Tpn  E (G : Zp^Zp : H n ^p]2(ord2|rp|)2,    for each i = 1,..., |P'|.
'      '   p€P'

Furthermore
\p'\

ord2(£~R : e~Uf>) = ]T) M*
i=l

and, by Proposition 5.2 of [12], Afi = 0. Hence

l p'l t

ord2(£~R : e-U) =£>, < 2      ~2 £ (ord2|rp|)2[G : ZP][ZP : 77nZp]2.

j = 2 '      '       p€P'

In the case 2 € P', we let

Af, = y—----p-— yVd2(£-[/2r : £~U2pr),    for i = 1,..., |P'| - 1,
IK  I - lj|P'|-20t-l ^

where r ranges over the positive integers dividing /'/2 and divisible by exactly t —1

prime numbers, with p ranging over all prime divisors of /'/2r. A similar argument

as above enables us to see that

|p'|-i

ord2(£"7? : e~U) =   ^   M,

i = l

^ Srrf     E    (ord2|Tp|)2[G : ZP][ZP : 77nZp]2.

Thus we have proved the proposition.

4. This section is devoted to the proof of our main results, in which some for-

mulas by Kida [8, 9] will play an important part. For any abelian field K, as well

as for fc, we let Koo denote the basic Zj-extension over K. We also let A~ = A~(fc).

THEOREM 1.   Suppose that I > 2 and that (e~R : e~U) is divisible by I.  Then

A" > 2(1 - 1),    ord;(£-7t. : e~U) < /i^_il(8(A--D/(2/-3) _ 4)

PROOF. Let the notations P and k be the same as in Proposition 2. Note that,

by this proposition and the assumption /|(£-7? : £~U), \P\ > 3 and so

(8) [fcoo : Qooli > /•
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Now we apply the theorem of [8] (combined with [2]) to the extension fcoo/fc^:

A" - 6 = [fcoo : Qoo]«(Afc„ - *) + \    Y   (ITpI' - !)1G(WQ) : Z(p,*„,)],
P€P\{1)

with 6 = 1 or 0 according as fc contains a primitive pth root of unity or not. Let

here

6 = A" + ([fcoo : QoJj - 1)*

so that

(9) 9 = [fcoo : Qoo],Afc„ + \    Y   (ITpI< - !)[G(WQ) : Z(p,k00)].
peP\{i}

We can see easily that

(/ - l)(ord(|rp|)2 < |TP|, - 1, [G : Zp] < [G(fcoo/Q) : Z(p, fcoo)],

[ZP : Tt n Zp]i < [fc^ : Q^],, for p € F\{/},

(/ - l)/c < [fcoo : Qoo]i,     [G : Zt][Z, : T,], < [G(A&/Q) : Z(/,0][*oo : Qoo]i

and from [7] that

(io) K„ > £[G(C/Q) : *(*,*&,)].   iffeP.

Therefore

^p [     J]   (ord;|Tp|)2[G : ZP][ZP : T« n £P], + k\G : $][Z| : T,],

\pep\m /

< e[fcoo : Qoo]/.

Proposition 2 then implies that

(11) ordKe-T? : e-U) < n _ ZpMkoo ■ Qoo]«.

We also find

(12) e>(*-i)|P|

by (8), (9), and (10).

Let us next prove

(13) /(A--l)/(2/-3)>[fcoo : Qoo],.

Since / > 2 and /|(£~T? : e~U), it follows from Proposition 5.2, Theorem 5.2 of [12]

that there exist a character x in X^„ and three distinct prime numbers py, p2, ps

in P with x(pi) = x(P2) = x(P3) = 1- We put W = {pi,P2,P3/\{/}- Let tp be a

primitive Dirichlet character of degree / whose conductor is the product of primes

in W. Then, by the theorem of [8],

A-(KXK^) - 1 > /(A"(KX) - 1) + (|W|/2)[KX : Q](/ - 1)

since the primes in W are ramified in K^, unramified in KxQoo, and completely

decomposed in Kx. Note that if / € {pi,P2,P3/, then A~(KX) > [Kx : Q]/2 (cf.
[7]). Hence

A"(K^,fc") - 1 > A~(K^KX) -!>-/+ §[KX : Q](/ - 1) > 2/ - 3,
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so that

A~(K^,fc") >2(/-l).

On the other hand, again by the theorem of [8],

A-(K^fc) -6 > [K^fcoo : K^fc^](A"(Kv,fc") - 8)

= (l/0[K*fcoo : Qoo]/(A-(K^,fc") - 8).

Therefore
OJ _ o _  c

A-(K^fc) - 8 >-[K^fcoo : Qoo];.

In the case K^, C fc^,, this implies (13) by (8). In the case where K^ £ ^<x>, namely,

K^, n fcoo = Qi it follows that

A-(K^fc) - 6 > (21 - 2 - ,5)[fc^ : Q^],;

furthermore K^k is unramified over fc since the primes in W are ramified in fc'. The

theorem of [8] then shows that

\~ (K^k) - 8 = l(\~ - 8)

and consequently that

x_     c^ 2/-2-<5r,        n   ,
A    -8>-[fcoo : Qoo]/-

Thus (13) is proved also when K^, g fcoo.

Now, by means of (13), we obtain from (8) that A- > 2(1 — 1) and from the

definition of 0 that

(14) 6 < A" - 1 + [fcoo : Qoo]/ < 3(7 - 1)(A- - l)/(2/ - 3).

Furthermore

2lpl-4      2"-4 . t 3(A- -1)

since |P| < uj by (12) and (14). Finally, combining (11) with (13), (14), (15), we

have

ord,(£-T2 : e~U) < (Ioj/3)(2u - 4),

which was to be proved.

By Theorem 1, we get an upper bound for a; = limn_oo ord|(£~T?(fcn) : e~U(kn)),

I > 2, depending only on A-.

Corollary l. If l> 2, then

at<l^f^(8^~^2l^-4).

PROOF. We may assume a; > 0. This and Theorem 6.1 of [12] imply that for

every sufficiently large integer n > 0,

/|(£~7?(fc„) : £~U(kn))    and    at = ordi(e~R(kn) : e~U(kn)).

We thus obtain the corollary, replacing fc by fcn in Theorem 1.
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THEOREM 2.   Suppose that 1 = 2.  Then

ord2(e~R : e~U) < ^(5A~ + 4)(4A~ + 1 - 1).

PROOF. We may also suppose that 2|(£-T? : e~U). Let P* be the set of odd

primes ramified in fc' and let g be the number of such primes; g = \P*\. By

Proposition 3, we have g > 1 and, for any cyclic subgroup 77 of G,

99+1 _ o

ord2(£-T? : e~U) < - Y (ord2|Tp|)2[G : ZP][G : H]2.

9      pep-

Hence it follows that

(16) ord2(£_7? : £~U)

09+1 _ 9   / 4 \

<-~    j Y (ITpI2 - 1)[G(WQ) : Z(p,koc)]    [fcoo : Qoo]2.

Let P- be the set of primes in P* whose prime divisors of fc+ are ramified in fc.

Note that a prime of fc+ lying above some prime in P*\P~ is always decomposed

in fcoo ■ Let c be the number of finite primes of fc+, which are ramified in fcoo and

not lying above 2;

c=  Y [G(*oo/Q): Z(p,k00)].

P€P~

Then Theorems 1, 2 of [9], together with [1], show that

A" >-[*+: fc^] + E(e<8-1) + c>

where 03 ranges over the finite primes of fc+, not lying above 2 and, for each such

prime 93, e<s denotes the ramification index of 53 for k^/k'^. Since

Y(e<B-l)=   Y   (hTp\2 ~ !) tG(WQ) : Z(p, fcoo)]

+ \     Y    d^b - l)[G(fcoo/Q) : Z(p, fcoo)],
peP-\P-

we obtain from the above that

A" + ^[fcoo : Qoo]2 > \ Y (ITpI2 - l)[G(*oo/Q) : Z(p,k00)].
pep-

Therefore, by (16),

(17) ord2(£-7? : e~U) < 16(2^ ~ 1} (A~ + ±[fcoo : Qoo]2)[fcoo : Qoo]2.

Now we put

a~i+E*+ £ M'-i4)'
p€P- P6P*\P- V '   Pl    '
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with Np = [G(Qoo/Q) : Z(p,qoo)] for each p G P*. Then, again by [9] (and [1]),

A~>A-(fc')>i[/4: QJA.

Here, as [fc^, : Qoo] > 2 and A > g/2 - 1, it follows that

(18) g<2(X~+l).

Furthermore each |TP|2 divides 4AP, the highest power of 2 dividing (p-l)(p+l)/2,

so that 4A is an integer > -2. Hence it also follows that

A" > |[fcoo : Qoo]2,    ifA>0.

On the other hand, if A < 0, namely, if A = -A, — | or 0, then g = 1 or 2 and it

is easy to see that

[fcoo : Qoo]2 < 2 n  \TP\2 < 8.
p€P*

Consequently

[fcoo : Qoo]2 < 8(A" + 1).

The theorem now follows from this, (17), and (18).

Corollary 2. 7n the case I = 2,

a2< f (5A-+4)(4A_ + 1-1).

By Theorems 1 and 2, we also have the following result.

Corollary 3.

A" >   _f ~3     log ( jordt(£~R : e~U) + 4] +1    if I > 2, l\(e~R : e~U);
C ~\    Iv^ O y t J

^log(^ord2(£-R: £~U) + \)     ^ {fl = 2
e~x +log4

In particular, A- —► oo as k varies through a sequence of imaginary abelian fields

such that ordi(e~R : £~U) —> oo.

PROOF. In the case/ > 2, we put f = (A"-l)/(2/-3), assuming/|(£~ 7? : e~U).

Theorem 1 then implies that £ > 1 and

(l/l)ord[(£~R : £~U) < $(8« - 4) < ^8^ - 4 < e«/e+«los8 - 4.

Thus we obtain the first inequality of the corollary.  In the case / = 2, it follows

from Theorem 2 that

^ord2(£"7? : e~U) < (oX~ + 4)(4A~+1 - 1) < 5(A" + 1)4A"+1 - 8

<5e(e->+log4)(A- + l)_8.

and consequently the second inequality is proved.
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5. We conclude the paper with a few additional results. Let, for simplicity,

b(X~) = f(5X- + 4)(4X~+1 - 1).

PROPOSITION 4.  Assume that I = 2. Then the following assertions hold:

(i) for any element a of G, ord2(aU2 : aU) < b(X~),

(ii) ord2(Tr: : U) < b(X~),

(iii) ord2(£+T? : e+U) < l2^g : *1 +6(A~),

where l = 1 or 0 according as j\k lies in T2 or not.

PROOF. The assertion (i) can be shown in almost the same way as Theorem 2.

Note that U2 = R if 2 is unramified in fc. The assertions (ii), (iii) follow from (i)

and from Proposition 5.2 of [12].

REMARK. The "generalized" index (£+7? : £+U) is considered the main part

of the "supplementary factor" of an algebraic class number formula for fc+ (cf.

Theorem 4.1 of [12]).

Next, we see below that a similar result as Proposition 4 does not hold for the

case / > 2.

PROPOSITION 5. Assume that I > 2. Then there exists a tower of imaginary

abelian fields Ky C K2 C • • • C Kn C • • ■ such that

\-(Kn) = 0 for every n > 1,

ordi(R(Kn) : U(Kn)) —► oo        as n —► oo,

and for any prime number p,

ordi(£+U(p,Kn) : e+U(Kn)) —> oo    as n -» oo,

withe+ = \(l+j[Kn), n>l.

PROOF. Let us first take an imaginary quadratic field K with \~(K) = 0 which

is not contained in the cyclotomic field of /th roots of unity (for the infinite existence

of such fields, see [5]). It follows that there exist infinitely many prime numbers

= 1 (mod /) undecomposed in K. Let py < p2 < ■ ■ ■ < pn < ■ ■ ■ be the increasing

sequence of such primes and let Fn denote, for each n > 1, the cyclic field of degree

/ with conductor pn. Let L be the compositum of Fn for all n > 1, so that L is an

infinite abelian extension over Q, with G(L/Q) isomorphic to the direct product of

G(F„/Q), n > 1. We next take, for each n > 1, an automorphism sn in G(Z,/Q)

such that the restriction sn[Fn is a generator of the cyclic group G(Fn/Q) and

such that sn|Fm is the identity map in G(Fm/Q) for every positive integer m^n.

Furthermore let Ln, n > 1, be the abelian field consisting of all elements in the

compositum Fy ■ ■ ■ Fn fixed by sy ■ ■ ■ sn. We then put

Kn = KLn   for each n > 1.

Note that, since pi,..., p„ are undecomposed in K, the primes of 7>nQoo — Tf^Qoo

ramified for £„Qoo/Qoo are undecomposed in KnQoo. It is now easy to see from

the theorem of [8] that

A-(A„)=0,        n>l.
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Letting e+ = |(1 +j\Kn) in &(Kn) for each n > 1, we also see from Theorems 5.2,

5.4 of [12] that

oidfe* R(Kn) = e+(Kn))=ordl(R(Kn) : U(Kn))

= ordi(R(Ln) : U(Ln)) = 2n~2 - 1,        n > 2,

and that, for any prime number p,

ordt(£+R(Kn) : £+U(p, Kn)) =0,        n > 1.

Of course Ky C K2 C ■ ■ ■ C Kn C • ■ •, and this completes the proof of Proposition

5.
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